IA - 1980 - SEPT/OCT.
An exciting new dimension in living!

One, two and three story homes with one to five bedrooms...

Dream of a boldly beautiful, spacious home with a skylight open to sun and stars! Dream of a home with no interior support walls, allowing you to plan as you please! Dream of a home so strong it resists earthquakes and so true to Nature it cuts energy bills 30 to 50 per cent compared to conventional housing! The dream comes true in a Cathedralite Dome. Cathedralite assists both the architect and the contractor.

Business Opportunities Available

Become a member of a team that produces the most advanced building concept to date. Cathedralite is the nation's leading manufacturer of geodesic "frame a home in a day" packages.

For information write:

Franchise Department, Cathedralite Domes
P.O. Box 939
Capitola, CA 95010

Nation's largest manufacturer of residential, commercial & industrial geodesic dome shell kits. Custom commercial designs, unlimited square footage available.
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THE WALL PEOPLE

NORTHEAST IOWA TECH. INSTITUTE • DUBUQUE, IOWA
SOUTH CAMPUS  DONALD L. ROBY  ASST. SUPERINTENDENT
DURRANT GROUP ARCH. & ENG. • DUBUQUE, IOWA
VIGGO M. JENSEN COMPANY • IOWA CITY, IOWA

A SINGLE RESPONSIBILITY CONTRACT
TO FURNISH AND ERECT H. H. ROBERTSON
PORCELAIN ENAMEL INSULATED METAL WALL PANELS
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scientifically designed for preparation, storage and serving of meals and snacks

the Total Kitchen Concept by DWYER

40 square feet of shelf storage space, plus a big, 10 cubic foot refrigerator with freezer, cutting board and a storage drawer that glides out on nylon rollers! Standard Electric Oven under the three unit, surface mounted cooking center, (Eye level Microwave Range Optional). The deep bowl sink and ample drainboard are all integral parts of the one-piece, seamless steel countertop which is fire-sealed in rock-hard, permanent porcelain!

Used for
- Medical nourishment station
- Utility power plants
- Church coffee rooms
- Sewage treatment plants
- Coffee room kitchens
- Teachers lounges
- Executive office kitchens

NDS Company
Negley Design & Sales Company
3839 MERLE HAY RD. • DES MOINES, IA 50310

PHONE 515/276-5500

Also St. Charles Casework
Steel or Plastic Laminate
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Works In Progress

Processes In Architecture
Illuminating the creative processes that lead from initial conception to built reality.

Ideas Into Form
Iowa architectural drawings. Understanding drawing/physical form relationships.

AIA Convention
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 1980 schedule of events.

Roots: Caring For City Trees
Extending the life expectancy of a growing urban forest.

News
Whenever you may need in Rebar, check with us first. We have a huge inventory for your next project. Plus you'll always find our price very competitive.

- Automated shear and bending lines for fast, accurate fabrication.
- Large truck fleet for fast service.
- Remesh in rolls and sheets in stock now.
- Reinforcing accessories available, too.

MAY WE HAVE YOUR NEXT INQUIRY?

Call Toll Free in Iowa
800-352-4986

Sioux City Foundry Co.
801 Division St., Sioux City, IA 51102
Ph. 712-252-4181
Telex 480145

YOUR DEPARTMENT STORE FOR METALS

STEEL SERVICENTER
FABRICATORS STRUCTURAL AND PLATE
REINFORCING BARS—MESH ACCESSORIES
MILL SHIPMENTS PIPE—TUBING—MECHANICAL—STRUCTURAL
CONTRACT MANUFACTURING PARTS—PIECES COMPLETE ASSEMBLIES
METAL CASTING GRAY IRON & DUCTILE CASTINGS PATTERNS HEAT TREATING
Amweld Metal Doors & Frames And Commercial Construction Products Company.

A Winning Combination.

Commercial Construction Products Company has teamed up with Amweld metal doors and frames to add yet another dimension to our ability to more broadly serve the needs of our customers.

Commercial Construction Products Company can now meet your metal door and frame needs with fast, efficient service. And service doesn't mean just filling orders. It means having a complete inventory of stock size firedoors, entrance doors and security doors on hand and being able to make custom fabrications, on the premises, to meet your exact requirements.

Come to Commercial Construction Products Company for your commercial, institutional and industrial metal door and frame needs and don't forget our complete line of Finish Hardware products both commercial and residential.
When Meredith Corporation needed someone to supply and coordinate the planning and installation of furniture systems for their new open office facility . . .

Pigott got the job!

Meredith, of course, is a rather large example of Pigott Incorporated's professional capabilities . . . capabilities, by the way, that encompass considerably more than open office design. In fact, we've quietly evolved into the midwest's largest planner and contractor of systems for working environments. So, most likely you'll find the particular professional resource suited to your next interior systems project within one of our five operating divisions:

- **Interior Systems Division**: planning, design, specification and installation of open plan office systems.
- **Health/Science Division**: planning, design, specification and installation of hospital/laboratory systems.
- **Contract Division**: specializing in casework and mobile storage systems.
- **Industrial Systems Division**: solutions for increasing storage capacities in industrial facilities.
- **Planning/Design Division**: a complete interior systems planning and design resource available on a contract basis.

So for experience, quality and dependability turn to the same people who helped solve Meredith's interior systems problems. **Pigott: your single-source resource.**
Group Homes For
The Handicapped

Systems Unlimited Group Homes, a project to provide scattered site housing for handicapped people has been designed by Wehner, Nowysz, Pattschull and Pfiffner Architects, Iowa City. A total of eight homes are to be constructed by Systems Unlimited, Inc. as provided by HUD Section 202. Five of the units will be located in Iowa City, Coralville, Washington and Williamsburg, Iowa provide sites for each of the other homes. The typical design is approximately 3500 square feet on one level. Each includes six single bedrooms, four bathrooms, a kitchen, living room, recreation room, exterior deck and recreation area and living quarters for house parents. Ground-breaking for this $1.7 million development is expected by October of this year.

New Hospital For Aledo, IL.

Site and foundation work have begun on Mercy County, Illinois Hospital under an accelerated method contract for Midland Architects, Inc. of Burlington, Iowa. The project calls for replacement of an existing hospital with a new building housing all functions on one level. A 50 bed inpatient nursing unit, outpatient departments and service areas are zoned with a degree of separation from one another and for future expansion. A horizontal expression for the hospital responds to the rural site and existing adjacent one story nursing home. Shared services, a future enclosed connection between the hospital and nursing home and separate entrances for emergency, public, service and employee traffic were design parameters. Material and color contrasts express the horizontality of the linear one-story form. Steel stud load bearing exterior walls and metal joists on steel beams and columns were selected for cost containment. The 50,000 square foot structure is expected to cost $4.4 million.

Correction: Works in Progress of the July / August issue noted a renovation project for Northwestern Bell Telephone Company in Des Moines. Credit to Bussard / Dikis Architects was mistakenly omitted.
WE OFFER
THE FIRST IN

Complete Interior Service
Dry Wall Contractors

WE DO IT ALL, IN DRYWALL

ELIASON & KNUTH
D y w o l l C o .
INCORPORATED
LINCOLN • OMAHA • DES MOINES
DENVER • GRAND ISLAND

Merle Knuth, Mgr.
5225 N.E. 17th St.
DES MOINES, IA. 50313
515-266-3187

Bob Knuth, Mgr.
3800 Touzalin Ave.
LINCOLN, NEBR. 68507
402-464-3121

Jerry Livinston
4670 South 134th St.
OMAHA, NEBR. 68137
402-695-3777

Corporate Office
Wilbur Knuth, President
245 S. 84th St.
LINCOLN, NEBR. 68510
816-233-6266

Dick Knuth, Mgr.
Box 106
FERN PARK, FLA. 32730
305-831-2300

Bob Luschen, Mgr.
2610 N.W. 4th St.
FT. LAUDERDALE, FLA. 33311
305-792-9210

Arlis Atkinson
2059 Whitfield Park Dr.
SARASOTA, FLA. 33580
813-756-1808

Duane Helmick, Mgr.
1706 South Holland Dr.
GRAND ISLAND, NEBR. 68801
308-384-1311

Harold Jessen, Mgr.
16026 W. 5th Ave.
GOLDEN, COLO. 80401
303-279-3396

Kent Vipond
3728 Pear Street
ST. JOSEPH, MO. 64503
816-233-6266
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Attention to your details.
Processes In Architecture

Illuminating the creative processes that lead from initial conception to built reality

by Lawrence B. Anderson
Professor Emeritus - Dean Emeritus, School of Architecture and Planning, MIT

Frequently in the past few years architectural drawings have become the focus of important exhibitions at museums, universities and commercial art galleries. Practitioners, students of architecture and an increasingly interested public have, for example, witnessed numerous, impressive showings of Beaux-Arts drawings. Contributing to this interest surely, has been an awakening concern for our American and lowian architectural heritage.

Indeed, drawings may stand as the only record as buildings succumb to demolition, decay, or urban redevelopment. Others insist that until recently drawings during the post war construction boom and 1960's were as uninteresting as the buildings they represented. (See David Gebbard, "Drawings and Intent in American Architecture.")

Few though have remained content to view these drawings solely in terms of visual art. A strong body of critical commentary has looked to the process itself and the direct correlation between the medium through which the architect studies form and the resultant physical form itself.

Such an interest was clear in the exhibition entitled "Processes in Architecture: A Documentation of Six Examples," that opened last year at the Hayden Gallery in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

The two articles that follow were published as part of that exhibition catalogue; the first as a forward by Lawrence B. Anderson, The other an excellent introduction by Imre Halasz. Accompanying both are drawings by Iowa architects that show a process "never twice exactly the same."

These excerpts are reprinted with permission of The M.I.T. Committee On The Visual Arts. Cambridge, Massachusetts. A special issue of PLAN to accompany the Hayden Gallery Exhibition "Processes in Architecture: A Documentation of Six Examples," was jointly published in Spring 1979 by The M.I.T. School of Architecture and Planning and The M.I.T. Committee On The Visual Arts. Copies of this outstanding catalogue are available.

It is with delight that architects look back on their first encounters with tracing paper. Superimposing pieces of this translucent stuff over a first sketch, they learn how to change, correct, amplify, filter, reinforce, elaborate, enrich — in short, to "develop" an architectural design. The process becomes comparable to the struggle with a verbal expression, but engaging a part of the cortex equipped with a different and, for some, a more congenial vocabulary. Generating successive images and reacting to them with new interpretations is surely putting the brain to work as well as the fingers, though not necessarily to equal extent. One teacher says, "Don't think, draw" while another says, "Tracing paper should not be abused."

Of course, tracing paper is not the only medium useful to the design process. Printed copies on opaque or transparent base, drawings on other papers often using tones and colors, three-dimensional models in paper or wood, and photographs are all in frequent use. Soon the video monitor also will be a common tool.

And the reiterated and constantly modified image is not just a designer's way of talking to himself; it also is superb for linking the minds of collaborators, consultants, and clients in order to obtain their contributions
and to incorporate them immediately into the developing design.

Architecture is a social art, and every project the work of many collaborators. It can proceed only through a wide sharing of intentions, orchestrated more or less ably by those trained to prepare the images. Yet it is the lot of few people to be actually drawn into this process. Most of us experience buildings without any knowledge of how they came to be the way they are. If a proposed building has some public importance, it may be heralded by what the newspapers persist in calling an “artist’s conception.” But at their best, these blandished renditions only can predict how a fully-designed building will look. They cannot tell us why or how the form was developed. That process remains poorly understood.

Since drawings and models used in the design process may survive and shed light in retrospect on the process itself, the exhibition wished to document as fully as possible a selected number of projects, each to constitute an in-depth case study. The drawings shown were chosen and arranged not so much to celebrate their content or aesthetic merit as individual pieces, but to convey a sense of the complexity of the visual communication network that supports what is about to become a piece of the built environment.

There are naturally other valid reasons for looking at architectural drawings. These are sufficient to have motivated several recent exhibitions and to have constituted or influenced many recent publications. Fine drawings deserve to be considered as works of art, whether or not this can be said of the architecture they represent. Some first-rate painters and draftsmen have chosen architectural settings as their dominant subject. However, influences of a more topical nature underlie the current resurgence of interest in architectural drawings. We have come to one of those breathing spells that periodically arrests design thinking in its tracks. There is, for economic reasons, a slow-down in construction. More importantly, many voices are saying that what we have known as “Modern Architecture,” which started off fifty years ago with high social purpose, praising rationality and functionalism, has now arrived at a dead end of creativity without having won the hearts of its users. The time has come to reexamine the meaning of it all and to chart new directions toward what has, as yet, no better name than “Post-modernism.”

Meanwhile schools of architecture have attracted an increasing number of students eager to get to work on the environment. Many talented young architects, graduated into a troubled time, share this need for new outlooks; however, since they lack the opportunity to
build real buildings, they find that their access to a public forum is, for the time being, limited to graphic representation. Only by the exhibition and publication of their drawings can a sense of the richness and creativity of this young generation be shared.

The current surge of critical admiration for architectural drawing even includes a school of thought which argues that an architect's drawings are more important indicators of creative intentions than are his buildings. Any executed building is a kind of social compromise in which original intentions have been diluted by the ideas of many personalities and by considerations of economy and usefulness. Innovative thinking is most free when it is unhampered by the necessity of tailoring a design to a given program and then overseeing its incorporation into a built facility.

Every period has its "visionary architects," who seldom build but attain polemic stature through the images of a more ideal environment which they project. Today universities provide numerous havens for such innovators because they are often very very inspiring teachers. Possibly our present transitional period of "Post-modernism" is one in which more than usual attention needs to be paid to these voices (or rather, to these images) since they constitute a part of the exchange among creative minds that appears to be increasingly important.

However, we embrace the notion that the profession of architecture is one of problem-solving in relation to the needs of specific clients. The aim of designers is no primarily to promote dialogue with critics and peers, but to enhance the lives of inhabitants, users, and owners. Let historians and critics come to their own conclusions in due course.

In this scenario, we would expect to find an initial exchange of messages between the client (or his surrogate) and the architect (or his job captain) with subsequent inputs generated by climatic and physiographic facts; local, regional and national standards and controls; the nature of gravitational forces; the availability of materials; the financial resources in-hand; and the general cultural ambiance peculiar to the circumstances. This is what we have tried to document.

It may be well to offer a brief technical enumeration of the kinds of graphic expression that may be encountered in this issue. Inescapably, to draw a plan remains at all times the first way of saying something about the relationship of parts of an architectural whole. Nevertheless, although plans can convey a great deal about what happens horizontally, the trilogy of plan, section and elevation is indispensable when one tries to describe fully the three-dimensional reality of an architectural concept. The sections in a way precede the elevations, since they examine the interior volumetric arrangements that will
Settle For The Best

ELKAY® Faucets

Now, from Elkay — the world's most trusted name in stainless steel sinks — comes three great washerless faucet lines, based on Elkay's innovative "core" valving systems... DIACORE™... MICRACORE*... PERMACORE*.

Now there's a complete Elkay faucet line — Elkay styling and quality for every room in the home, for every price range. There's no reason to settle for less.

And ELKAY® stainless steel sinks

*Represented In Iowa Exclusively By associates, inc.

MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES
523 NORTHWESTERN • BOX 688 • 515/232-3338 • AMES, IOWA 50010
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More Pavement Per Dollar

Asphalt Paving!

The ultimate quality of your asphalt paving project is directly related to the experience, skill and equipment of the contractor doing the work. That's why the Asphalt Paving Association of Iowa urges you to contact an APAI member in your area about your project. All APAI members are experienced and reliable. Check your Yellow Pages under Asphalt & Asphalt Products.

It doesn't happen often that you can get a better product by paying less! But that's exactly what happens when you specify Full-Depth Asphalt for your paving projects.

In the past, asphalt paving has cost only about 70 per cent as much as its competitor. Yet, in surveys of city and county officials, and studies conducted on the state level, it's been shown that Full-Depth Asphalt outperforms other pavement types.

And that's not all. Full-Depth Asphalt has many other advantages:
- Smooth, quiet, thump-free ride.
- Less energy use, and 100% recyclable.
- Faster and easier construction. Traffic may use the pavement immediately following rolling of each asphalt layer. This capability of "stage construction" keeps equipment out of the mud and provides for storage of construction materials.
- Safety features include high visibility of lane markings, less reflected glare from sunlight and headlights, reduction in noise, quicker melting of ice and snow, and the chance of dangerous and costly blow-ups are lessened.

So if you have a paving project — whether it's streets, highways, airport runways, parking lots/drives, or recreational projects — specify Full-Depth Asphalt. It offers the "best buy" ... for the Iowa taxpayer!

Asphalt Paving Association of Iowa
541-31st Street • Des Moines, Iowa 50312 • 515 244-3127
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find some echo in the elevations. Obviously, though, the process of preparing such studies is of necessity iterative — each discovery in one mode having an impact on the other modes.

While this trilogy of straight orthographic projections always will remain basic, the fact that the three kinds of drawings must be seen together constitutes an obstacle to easy comprehension; history is full of efforts to represent better three-dimensional reality on a two-dimensional surface. In the sixteenth century, the concept of perspective representation came much closer to what the eye and brain see as they appraise nature. Perspective drawing and rendering (with colors and shadows) have become the medium of exchange for the “artist’s conception,” but in the process have lost some credibility among designers. By utilizing this method, it is all too easy to distort proportions, introduce extraneous environmental enhancements, and otherwise warp the viewer’s evaluation.

What is needed for no-nonsense graphic communication is something less subjective than formal perspective drawing. That kind of drawing was appropriate as a romanticized interpretation of what might occur in an environment, at a time when everyone agreed about the meaning of beauty; but when a more intellectual approach was indicated, this proved insufficient.

At the beginning of the twentieth century, Auguste Choisy published a number of books analyzing previous
modes of building in terms of their structural components. Of an analytical turn of mind, he preferred a mode of drawing we call "axonometric," in which all three dimensions of an object are shown in more or less their measurable dimensions. With such a drawing, one can mentally construct a three-dimensional object such as a building. Furthermore, the axonometric drawing lends itself to cut-away and transparent views. As practiced by Choisy, the building was seen from below, to reveal its vaulting organization. It is interesting that today's designers tend to avoid Renaissance perspectives (except, perhaps, for the aforementioned artist's conceptions) in favor of axonometric projection, which is less realistic but more analytical. Eloquence and beauty are often evident in such drawings.

The observer will do well to remember, however, that most of the work shown here was not made for the purpose of display but to convey the author's ideas about a future building. Before there is a hole in the ground, the vary concept of the building will have taken several forms as more desirable directions become identified through comparison and discussion.

While we hope that this presentation will shed some light on this process of design, we expect that it also will show that every architect proceeds in a different way, and that he adapts his process to fit the conditions encountered in every new task. In that sense it is a mistake to visualize a single process. Not only is process complex, it is never twice exactly the same.
Your Pella distributor has additional information on these special fixed units which can expand your design options:

**WOOD TRAPEZOIDAL FIXED UNITS**—Factory-assembled trapezoidal units are available in custom sizes with frame/sash patterns matching those of Wood Casement and Awning fixed units. Maximum outside frame dimensions are 65” x 73” (1,651 x 1,873 mm); minimum frame dimension is 8” (203 mm). Double glazing panels are available for units with glass areas up to 20 ft² (1.86 m²).

**CLAD FRAMES**—Shown in section above, these custom-size glazing frames accept glass or Pella Clad Panels. The uniform section at head, jambs and sill is compatible in design and finish with other Pella Clad products, enabling use of frames above, below and beside windows and doors. They offer significant savings over the cost of Clad Windows; note, however, that Clad Window and Frame glass lines do not match.

Assembled frames can be factory-glazed with standard sizes of single or insulating glass to 60° x 74° (1,530 x 1,902 mm). Outside frame dimension is 2½” (64 mm) larger than glazing material all around. Double or triple glazing panels and Slimshades are not available in Clad Frames. Trapezoidal frames are offered with single glazing or Clad Panels installed.
To Help You Meet Federal and State Requirements...

O'keefe Elevator

Offers You

FREEDOM FROM STAIRWAY BARRIERS

"Over-The-Step" Bridge (Optional Equipment)
Key Operated Constant Pressure Switch
Adjustable Limit Switch Stops Lift at Designated Height
Weatherproof Finish
"Call-Send" Controls (Optional Equipment)
Automatic Operating Ramp and Guard Rail
Mechanical & Electrical Mechanisms Totally Enclosed

Side Guard Rail
12 Square Foot Platform with Non-Skid Surface
Frame Anchor Points
Base Dimensions 59 1/2" x 38"

WHEELCHAIR PLATFORM LIFT

For Information Call

o'keefe elevator company, inc.

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA (319) 366-1525
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA (402) 345-4081
DES MOINES, IOWA (515) 283-2471
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA (402) 464-6307
SIOUX CITY, IOWA (712) 255-5107

MAIN OFFICE • OMAHA, NEBRASKA • (402) 345-4056
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Ideas into Form

Understanding Drawing / Physical Form Relationships

by Imre Halasz, Professor of Architecture, MIT

In addition to his legacy of compelling architecture, Louis Kahn has left graceful and poetic words about architecture and the architectural process. It seems appropriate, therefore, to begin this introduction with a passage from one of his articles, "Architecture: Silence and Light." "When a building stands complete and in use," Kahn wrote, "it wants to tell you about the story of its making." This, in essence, is the theme that this issue attempts to explore.

It is important to understand that there is a direct correlation between the medium through which the artist searches for form and the result of the search — the physical form itself. The academic tradition of the nineteenth century conceived architectural design exclusively as a process of creative thought graphically manifested, controlled, and ordered. Accordingly, most architectural theories of that period directed attention to the external appearance of the end product. The modern movement that followed represented a change in emphasis in creative design; certain points of manipulation obscured the importance of graphic manifestations. In fact, the modern movement can be interpreted as a search for more objective tools intended to lead the architect to designs of increasing levels of relevance to society. The search for a rational basis and rejection of historicism took the form of a deemphasis of drawings in favor of models, as well as an exploration of other nongraphic tools. Careful drawing, remembered as the gimmick of the academics, became suspect, subjective, and able to deceive by wrong emphasis.
The felt need for departure from the drawing as the exclusive design generator coincided with the development of nondrawing methodologies which occupied the forefront of architectural thinking. In behalf of the new architecture, Le Corbusier warned against the "false images" which tempt architects, declaring that "engineers produce architecture, for they employ mathematical calculations." He stressed the need for precision, for some positivistic foundation that would preclude the evolution of "false images." But he drew all his life and valued the process: "When one...works with visual things — architecture, painting or sculpture — one uses one's eyes and draws, so as to fix deep down in one's experience what is seen. Once the impression has been recorded by the pencil, it stays for good, entered, registered, inscribed...To draw oneself, to trace the lines, handle the volumes, organize the surfaces...all this means first to look, and then to observe and finally perhaps to discover...and it is then that inspiration may come."

Soon several disciplines — high technology, industrial management, systems analysis, economics, ecology, and the behavioral sciences — proposed themselves as models free of subjectivity, and attempted to supply the fragile understanding of architectural design without the intrusion of Le Corbusier's "false images." In this expanded domain of knowledge, traditional architectural tools sometimes seemed obsolete, especially those which depended directly on visual concepts. More recently, however, the pendulum seems to have reversed its swing, and there has been a "revival" of the drawing which appears to have more significance than a mere turn of fashion. It represents a revised perception of architecture and a fading of the anti-historical bias which marked the revolutionary decades.

The translation of ideas about form into actual physical reality is quite unique to architecture. In paintings the painter is directly involved in making the picture. But architects make reality by proxy; they do not produce the actual physical form, but they are responsible for the symbols or codes which enable others to produce it. The ultimate test of design (the actual space and mass — finite and unable to sustain significant revisions) is distant and depends on others for execution. Therefore, drawings and models assume enormous significance as the study, clarification, and communication of creative intent. They represent the bridge between abstract thought and physical reality. Given the perceptual difficulty of imagining space, surrogate modes of study through representational techniques gain added importance as instruments of the mind's eye in the architectural process.

When viewing architectural drawings, including those on the following pages, one is easily seduced by their beauty and elegance. However, it is wise to remember Gaudet's warning that a plan is not beautiful as architecture simply because of a striking pictorial outline or arrangement on paper. Expression is quite legitimate and
Aesthetics and Energy...

The future is in your hands.
You have a unique opportunity to influence the energy future all of us must share. Incorporating energy efficiency in each structure you design will result in substantial cost savings throughout the life of the building. And you'll be making a permanent contribution to the proper use of limited energy resources.

Pressures are mounting for increased government regulation of energy systems and related structural design. Your responsible leadership in this area can help eliminate the threat of additional regulation. And your efforts will create exciting new opportunities for innovative design.
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contributes to the beauty of plan, but plans are beautiful because of what they imply as architecture, just as books are beautiful by what is read therein, or a musical score beautiful by its contents and not by the arabesque arrangements of the notes. Moreover, it is easy to forget that some of the most exquisite architectural drawings are reflections of an inner struggle to comprehend the mystery of polysensory space, or mass, revealed by light and shade.

Therefore, in architecture, the medium is decidedly not the message. But the message of the medium — that is, the process by which architectural form is conceived — is extremely important, and to some extent determines the nature of the architecture which emerges. As Kahn observed, the character of the architectural product "is as a testimony of its making, the image of the tools and methods deployed, reflected in the product."

A list of non-verbal tools would include: conceptual sketches, diagrams, orthographic projections (plans, sections, elevations), perspectives, axonometric and isometric drawings, models, photographic or film representations, montages, electronic simulations, and contract documents (the physical representation of the building from which others work.) Some or all of these tools may be used as needed in the architectural process. However, according to the task or artistic temperament, some will be more influential than others in generation of architectural ideas. One could say, at the risk of oversimplification, that those buildings studied mainly through the plan are likely to end up as stacked or
Space Design Specialists

Let us assist you in your overall space planning, work flow analysis and interior design concept. Your result will be a freer, flexible, more efficient environment that changes when you change — with the least disruption and cost.
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The Intelligent Telephone™
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layered architecture. (It is important to remember that plans are conceptual notations, not representations.) It is often said that most contemporary office buildings are generated almost entirely through study and multiplication of a typical plan.

Those architectural processes generated mainly by section (also a conceptual tool because one never actually sees a section) tempt the architect to think in terms of horizontal extrusions. These extrusions sometimes tyrannize the three-dimensional development of an architectural theme. As buildings generated by the plan can easily become vertical extrusions of a concept, buildings studied and developed predominately in section are liable to become horizontal extrusions of a concept.

Buildings generated principally by elevations (orthogonal projections of physical reality) may recall abstract form memories or projections. Much of what is considered “traditional” architecture — that is, nineteenth century eclectic architecture — generated forms by invoking historic images and arguing for their appropriateness. In the tripartite tradition of architectural drawing method, which employs plan, section, and elevation, the elevation is the only one which purports to be a representation of reality. In the four or five decades of modern architecture, the elevation has been one of the least popular manipulations because it embodies precisely the eclecticism against which the modern revolution argued so powerfully.

Much of the architecture generated through the making of perspective drawings has been linked to the tradition of romanticism. The influence of Piranesi’s etchings — which, significantly, recorded his fantasies about history — or of Pugin’s drawings of the Gothic, opened up a whole range of architectural work celebrating emotions and the picturesque through the use of perspective. Perspective, originated in the Renaissance, is of all architectural tools the most subjective and the most likely to carry the imprint and distortion of its creator. Thus it has invited the highest level of suspicion in the modern movement. One form of perspective is the “artist’s conception,” a commercial tool which holds pictorial promise of the future through manipulation of superficial and anecdotal references. Though this is the most ac-
cessible form of drawn architecture to the lay public, too many times it may be responsible for the sale of untested architectural improvisations.

The axonometric view introduced around the turn of the century was celebrated as a great advance in architectural technique because it represented the highest level of rational and analytic information about built form. The axonometric "picture" avoids the picturesque because the information it contains is theoretic and drawn to scale. Choisy's drawings allowed architects to think of graphic manipulation as a dependable, objective tool. Architecture which has its origins in the axonometric projection may demonstrate a somewhat detached, speculative, and abstract character.

Certain building forms generated almost exclusively by model may show uncertainty of, or indifference to, scale. After describing the limitations of drawings as means for representing architectural space, Bruno Zevi noted that, "on the other hand, we cannot say that models are completely satisfactory. They are very useful and ought to be used extensively in the teaching of architecture. However, they are inadequate because they neglect an element crucial to any conception: the human

Tom Baldwin
Meredith Corporation, Des Moines, Iowa
Elevation Study, 1977
Pencil, colored pencil and felt tip marker on yellow tracing paper, 14" x 17 1/2”
Collection of Charles Herbert and Associates
Des Moines, Iowa

John R. Ratcliffe
Ankeny Christian Church
Elevation and Roof Studies, 1979
Pencil on yellow tracing paper, 6" x 12"
Collection of Brooks, Borg and Skilas
Des Moines, Iowa
3 New Berber Styles

SPECIFICATIONS

Construction: Tufted
Gauge: 5/16”
Stitches Per Inch: 8.1
Pile Height: .315
Yarn Content: Berber-style
  Dupont Antron® III, Nylon
Yarn Weight: 40.00 oz. per square yard
Primary Back: Polypropylene
Secondary Back: Jute
Total Weight: 79.00 oz. per square yard

From

Maplewood Berber Style

Matt Parrott & Sons Company
514 Bratnober Street
Waterloo, Iowa 50704 1-319-234-4621

Lakes Furniture Div. of
Fagan Furniture of Humbolt
Highway 71 West
Spirit Lake, Iowa 51360 1-712-336-1539

Carpet World of Fort Dodge
529 1st. Avenue South
Fort Dodge, Iowa 50501 1-515-576-4176

Mason City Tile & Marble
1416 18th. Street S.W.
Mason City, Iowa 50401 1-515-423-3852

See The Pinehurst Dealer List

Or Call Pinehurst Factory Representative at
Delustered Antron III

SPECIALIFICATIONS

Construction: Tufted
Gauge: 5/32
Stitches Per Inch: 6.0
Pile Height: .278
Yarn Content: Berber-style 100%
Antron III, Nylon
Yarn Weight: 34.00 oz. per square yard
Primary Back: Polypropylene
Secondary Back: Jute
Total Weight: 70.50 oz. per square yard

Willow Haven and Willow Haven Stripe

For Further Information

Mathew Carpet Center
501 A. Avenue West
Oskaloosa, Iowa 52577 1-515-672-2544

BMS
304 15th Street
Des Moines, Iowa 50309 1-515-245-4376

Fashion Floors of Sooland
305 West 7th Street
Sioux City, Iowa 51103 1-712-252-4382

Thomas Avenue Carpets
824 West Thomas Avenue
Shenandoah, Iowa 51601 1-712-246-3874

1-800-228-9447, Nebr. Wats: 1-800-642-8532
parameter, the interior and exterior human scale." The model, a most seductive tool because of its genuine three dimensionality, can deceive if permitted to dominate the creative process, for it represents only a plastic toy, something to be looked at rather than to be entered.

Diagrams are helpful tools for exploring a few selected attributes of the contemplated architectural order. In some processes, however, the simplicity achieved by diagrammatic reduction of complex problems terminates the elaboration prematurely. Some buildings reflect this preemption of the process and disturb our sensibilities as "built diagrams."

This century has evolved new means for generating images. The yellow trace must be mentioned for, interestingly enough, this device is a relatively recent and influential development. It has provided the opportunity to make overlays, which has led to a new interaction among the drawings themselves in the creation of form. The "layered transparencies" in much modern architecture may well be the direct result of the use of yellow trace.

The computer holds great promise, but the skilled architect can still draw circles around the machine and can function more effectively at high levels of design decision-making. Computer simulation may ultimately be salient, but to date the computer's contributions have remained in the realm of analytic tasks and design information, the production of working drawings, specifications, cost analyses, perspective and axonometric simulation, etc. The holograph will compete with the full-scale mock-up only if and when it becomes cost effective. In addition to photo-montages, photographs and film sequences, videotape and closed-circuit television observations of specially built models became useful, but costly devices in the Sixties. With special optics these techniques promise to be practical in the simulation, especially the eye-level views of projected built environments, testing the character of spaces, light qualities, the fit between existing context and planned intervention, etc.
It is difficult to overemphasize the deep interrelationship between the perceptual process and the selection of tools or media. Even in the type of pencil, brush, or pastel, one can detect some interaction between image and form. For example: soft pencil, brush, wash, or chalk will generate a more plastic imagery. Eric Mendelsohn’s drawings and Bernini’s washes are both exemplary of a rhythmic, plastic and almost sensuous form of imagery. On the other hand, the hard ink or graphite line invites more readily architectural concepts controlled by hard-edged geometries. Even the size of the drawing may have an important impact on the physical form which its subject ultimately takes. Drawings which are too small usually end up being very diagrammatic and general; drawings which are produced on a very large scale are often overly specific, and lose their context.

Finally, it is helpful to consider the role of conceptual sketches. These seemingly simple drawings, sometimes scribbled hurriedly, represent a strong point of view in the design process, a bias, an opinion; which refers to certain ideas in a diagrammatic and poetic fashion. The conceptual sketch plays a major role in the generation of all subsequent images, and therefore can be considered one of the most important moments in the making of architecture. It is a moment in the creative process in which, according to Herbert Spencer’s definition, “accumulated facts, lying in disorder, begin to assume some order when a hypothesis is thrown among them.” Describing this moment in another context, Paul Klee said, “The secretly perceived is made visible.” Jung adds an additional dimension: “Such things cannot be thought of, but must grow again from forgotten pasts.”
Weatherliner... COMMERCIAL REPLACEMENT WINDOW

AT LAST, THE MIDWEST'S PREFERRED PRIME WINDOW IS AVAILABLE FOR COMMERCIAL REPLACEMENT PROJECTS!

A top rated prime window... matched to a quick-to-install pan system. It adds up to the most energy-efficient replacement window on the Market!

And that's only the beginning... you can choose from several ventilating styles... ‘fixed’ styles... a fully-insulated spandrel panel... all with a conductive “U” value of .43 and better!

NOW YOU CAN DO MORE THAN REPLACE AN OLD WINDOW WITH A NEW ONE... "THERMALIZE" YOUR PROJECTS WITH WEATHERLINER!

COMPLETE DATA & LITERATURE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

THE GERKIN COMPANY
1501 Zenith Drive • Sioux City, Iowa 51103
Phone 712-255-5061
UNIROOF

UNIROOF atop Main Post Office, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates.

Uniroof applications in U.S. include this Rodeway Inn, Claremont, California.

Materials required—Uniroof, adhesives, sealing tape, flashings and hot air welder.

Kuwait International Airport is covered by 600,000 square feet of Uniroof.

a NEW 14-year-old roofing system!

Yes, Uniroof is new. New to the United States, that is. But this remarkable single-ply, flexible 20-year roofing system has been used successfully for 14 years ... in the moist, tropical climate of the Far East, in the dry blistering desert of the Middle East, in the cold climate of Europe. Uniroof is an unique material made from DU PONT HYPALON® — a premium synthetic rubber which, once laid, stretches with structural movement and resists weathering, smog, ultraviolet radiation, and attack by chemicals.

The Hypalon sheet is bonded at the factory to a fibrous backing sheet, enabling the material to be applied to roof decks with cold, water-based adhesive. Uniroof is ideal for all types of buildings in any environment. It is a complete weatherproof roofing system which is fire retardant, gives great freedom to design, and lends itself to steeply-pitched and flat roofs, for both new construction and reroofing.

Uniroof — a Single-ply, Cold Application:
• has a trouble-free life of more than 20 years
• is not affected by ultraviolet rays or extreme temperatures
• meets all I.C.B.O. requirements
• comes in rolls 3' x 108'
• weighs less than 30 lbs. per square installed
• requires no capital equipment to install
• eliminates material loading problems
• is easily patched if punctured
• has superior reflective qualities
• is available in non-fading colors
• stretches 600%

For further information write or call

Roofing Distributors of Iowa Inc.
1200 LOCUST ST. • DES MOINES, IA. 50309
515/282-9100
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Somewhere between Steelcraft and Williamsburg is a door manufacturer that offers the best of both worlds.

It's Curries.

Because we offer both standard and custom hollow metal doors and frames, you get freedom of choice from a single source.

Curries can ship a complete order any time of the year—with the fastest delivery time in the industry.

Through any of our 114 distributors, you can coordinate a mixed order—standards and specials—to fit your construction schedule. And you're dealing with just one person on applications, specs, codes, installation and service.

Hardware coordination is easy, too.

For more information, contact your local Curries distributor.

(He's in the Yellow Pages under "Doors" or "Doors—Metal".)

Or see Sweeps 8.2 /Cur.
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1980 FALL CONVENTION SCHEDULE*
STOUFFERS FIVE SEASONS HOTEL
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA

Thursday, October 30
8:00 a.m. Exhibitor set-up
4:00 p.m. Jury of design award submittals
6:00 p.m. Executive Committee Meeting
7:00 p.m. NECA / MCAI cocktail party

Friday, October 31
8:00 a.m. Registration
9:00 a.m. Welcome
9:30 a.m. Speakers:
Stanley Abercrombie, Senior Editor, AIA Journal
James A. Murphy, Managing Editor, Progressive Architecture
Charles Hoyt, Associate Editor, Architectural Record
11:00 a.m. Visit Exhibits
12:00 Lunch in exhibit area
1:00 p.m. Visit Exhibits
2:30 p.m. Design awards critique
6:30 p.m. Cocktail party
7:30 p.m. Banquet
Tom Ecker — Speaker

Saturday, November 1
8:00 a.m. “Bloody Mary” breakfast
9:00 a.m. Continuing Education: Energy Efficient Design Dave Dulaney, Prof., Iowa State University
10:00 a.m. Break in exhibit area
10:30 a.m. Chapter meeting
11:30 a.m. Adjourn

*An exciting program for spouses will be included with registration information
The Iowa Chapter N.E.C.A. (National Electrical Contractors Association) represents qualified electrical contractors who install and maintain electrical systems on residential, commercial and industrial construction projects.

N.E.C.A. Electrical Contractors are professionals. Working together we can maintain and continue to upgrade our professional relationship in order to provide the best possible service available to our customers.
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HEATING & COOLING PRODUCTS

Featuring
Energy Marshall™
Power Vent Furnace
UPFLOW 80,000 to 125,000 BTUH

- Furnaces utilize an integral combustion air inducer for higher efficiency.
- All models are equipped with positive sensing pressure switches for proving combustion air flow and for sensing a stack blockage for a safe shutdown until blockage is cleared.
- All models feature DIRECT SPARK IGNITION designed with gas shut off if main burner flame is not established.
- All models are equipped with a redundant gas valve with step regulation for quiet ignition.
- All models are designed for a 3” vent pipe. Automatic vent damper is not required.
- All models equipped with door interlocks, for safety in the blower compartment.

DES MONTES • OTTUMWA • SIOUX CITY • WATERLOO
WHOLESAVERS: CONTROLS • PLUMBING • HEATING • AIR CONDITIONING
107 S.W. SECOND AVENUE • DES MOINES, IOWA 50305 • PH. 515/244-6291
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To Better
Serve You . . .

★ Expertise in corporate
Aviation Planning
★ New Beechcraft Sales
★ Used Aircraft Sales
★ Air Charter
★ Beechcraft Quality Service
★ Excellent Ramp Service
★ Avionics Sales Service
and installation

NEW AND USED BEECHCRAFTS IN STOCK
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Ask for a demonstration

Write on your letterhead for our Kit:
“Company Airplanes,
Who Flies Them?”

ELLIOTT BEECHCRAFT
Dept DPH-IA
P.O. Box 100 • Moline, Ill. 61265
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Forestry conjures visions of the woodsman surveying the emerald seclusion of Evangeline's forest. No more. Lumber production, once the main concern of sylviculture, has taken a back seat. More and more specialists have come to appreciate the psychological necessity of trees in the city, and now they're good business. Nationally, the budget spent on urban trees each year approaches $500 million.

Urban forestry is a new discipline based on a synthesis of many familiar subspecialties: biology, forestry, architecture, city planning, park management, sanitary engineering. It represents a new perception of an old problem. With the establishment of the national Metropolitan Tree Improvement Alliance in 1975, urban forestry has come into its own. According to Frank Santamour, head of tree research at the National Arboretum in Washington, D.C., "M.E.T.R.I.A. represents the first joint effort of forestry, research, arboretum, nursery and park experts, working together to provide and use better trees on the streets." Twenty-eight forestry schools now offer special courses in the field.

Urban forestry does not mean no-growth. Environmentalists are often accused of wanting us all to freeze in the dark, while the giants of industry want us to choke to death in overheated skyscrapers. Urban forestry belongs to neither camp. Instead, it attempts to make cities more habitable by creating growing environments, filled with plants most likely to thrive.

Urban forestry is not mysterious. And it is no more expensive than creating barren, wind-swept plazas where nothing will grow. It requires an understanding of biomass production in planning cities and breeding trees. It involves basic street layout, sewer drainage, engineering and architectural design, and studies of soil, wind, sunlight, and temperature. Finally, it depends upon plants that are genetically suited to the growing pockets that have been made for them.

Urban forestry also means accepting that in some places, trees will be too costly. When trees cannot survive without great expense or constant replacement, they ought to be planted elsewhere. For example, in Boston's red-light "Combat Zone" — site of the original Liberty Tree in 1775 — five trees were planted on a little brickpaved island. Because of complicated underground wiring, the trees had to be placed in concrete tubs that must be removed by cranes when the wires need repair. Total cost of installation: $200,000 — probably more than the tiny oasis is worth.

The Tree Factory

Trees are an energy system. And they provide cities with practical as well as aesthetic benefits. The life processes of trees influence both climate and air quality. A mature tree has been estimated to cool a volume of air equal to five 10,000-watt air conditioners, by evaporation of water from the leaves. It is estimated that if Richmond, Va., replaced its trees with air conditioners, its energy bill would be $800,000 a year.

Convection air currents produce cooling breezes under trees on even the hottest days: the temperature drops 10 to 20 degrees underneath. Carbon dioxide is absorbed and oxygen given off, improving the ambient air quality in cities. The leaves absorb pollutants and particulate ash. They also absorb solar energy in summer that would otherwise be radiated from pavements and buildings as heat. In winter, being leafless, they conveniently allow solar energy to penetrate and warm the surrounding masonry.

City Ecosystems

The city ecosystem is made of the same parts as the forest where trees normally grow. It has its own particular soil, prevailing wind, compass orientation, hillside or mountaintop site, watershed configuration, and plant communities. In the forest these aspects are solely nature's creation. In the city they are manmade, so that who built what, when and what they left underground may be more to the point than the traditional questions foresters ask.

By and large, cities are warmer than their surroundings. The reason? Cities experience a "heat island" effect, absorbing the energy used to heat buildings, run autos, and power equipment. The concrete absorbs additional heat from sunlight and holds it. At night, radiation heat loss is minimized by heat held by buildings and pavements. The air temperature stays higher. Smoke, smog, and too much carbon dioxide further inhibit outward energy flow.
Extending The Life Expectancy Of A Growing Urban Forest

Because cities are warmer, they are congenial to tender plants. But plants that need a cold winter — such as certain birches — may suffer. In the forest, clustered trees shade one another’s trunks. But in cities, trees are bathed in direct and reflected solar energy each day of the year. Cells that should remain dormant and frozen are continually thawing and freezing. Frost cracks and sunscald are common, particularly on young trees whose bark has not had time to thicken. Winter sun and wind are both desiccating and disruptive of dormancy. The result is many dead buds and twigs when spring comes. The damage is not usually fatal, but biomass production is seriously compromised.

In summer, the alternate effect takes place. There is slower cooling at night. The sun heats the plants by day; the concrete sidewalks and buildings absorb heat and keep the nights warm. More water is necessary for healthy growth. It is rarely available.

Consequently, city trees often adopt the growth habit of the desert. Smaller new leaves and shorter new growth conserve moisture. The bark and stems thicken. The tree begins to be stunted. Energy is not devoted to new vigorous growth, but instead to seed production to insure the survival of the species in the stressed environment.

While some spots have too much sun, some have too little. Photosynthesis does not occur below 50 foot-candles. Plants on the north side of tall buildings may get only two hours of sun on the day of the summer solstice, less the rest of the year — not enough to sustain healthy growth. These plants are candidates for continual replacement. Artificial light can help. For example, areas under the sodium vapor lights used for traffic control can be planted, and the energy used for two purposes at once. Further some plants grow better in heavy shade than others. They must be specified at planting time.

Advance planning is the key to healthy city plants. On the drawing board it is easy to create wind baffles, provide water runoff through planting areas, and plan for winter shade and summer sun protection. The best sites on the east and south can be saved for planting. Trees suited to desert tolerance may be used or developed.

The Stress Response

The stress response is the cumulative effect of the urban environment on trees. The trees grow less, mature too early, and die too soon. In their weakened condition, they are easily killed by any fungus or insect that happens by. While the stress response is familiar to foresters, its effect in the urban setting is just being investigated.

In the forest, insects and fungi usually attack weak or diseased trees, thus clearing room for healthy new growth. Insect, fungus, and plant co-exist, each serving to preserve themselves, one another, and thus the forest. Clear-winged moths, for instance, are secondary attachers of ash trees in the forest; healthy trees are rarely attacked. However all urban trees fall prey to the moths, which are genetically pre-adapted to go for stressed trees.

While the coup de grâce for most urban trees is usually fungus disease, the real culprits are the conditions causing stress syndrome. Some of the most common stresses are described in some detail below. Bioengineering can relieve many of them; a Machiavelli is needed to solve the others.

Water stress: It is no accident that trees grow fastest in tropical rain forests, since water is the major constraint upon weight-volume production. In cities, soil compaction is endemic and renders the soil unable to absorb rain. Sidewalk trees must survive on whatever they can take in through their tree pits. But the average city pit is 3 ft. by 2 ft., or 3 ft. by 3 ft., so the amount of water directly absorbed is inadequate.

Simple remedies are available. Sidewalks can be graded to drain into tree pits, instead of into the streets. Gutters can have scupper holes which course water to the trees. But scupper holes don’t work if salt is used heavily; in that case, tree pits should be curbed above the runoff and salt resistant species planted.

Simple engineering can provide inexpensive irrigation. No use is made now of gutter or roof runoff water; it is piped directly into storm sewers. If it were directed through the tree pits, trees would be watered and the total load on the storm sewers lessened. Shalimar and the other famous terraced gardens of the Kashmir use
water from the Himalayan mountains to course down from one level onto the next, and so on. The same water is used again and again for irrigation at each level. We pipe roof water out and irrigate with faucet water which has been purified — at a great expense — for drinking.

In parks and open spaces, water stress is not so acute as in sidewalk pits and planters. However, even there an underground water table makes the difference between good and stressed tree growth. Surface rainfall is rarely adequate to cover summer evapotranspiration rates, and so prevent an early cessation of the spring growth spurt, and a too early fall dormancy. Both are triggered by less and less water, which causes the tree to misread the seasons. Reflected heat augments the problem. The city trees grow less and suffer leaf scorch early. The loss of leaf tissue compromises food manufacture. The growth cycle changes. Vigor declines.

Obviously, additional loss of leaf surface from pollution or disease worsens the syndrome, so that it becomes a self-generating cycle. A healthy tree could put out a second flush of leaves and make adequate food for the next year. Without underground water resources during summer, the city tree will not have the reserves to cope.

Too much water can also be a problem. Tree roots require gas exchange to metabolize properly. When the air spaces in the soil are constantly filled with water, the roots drown and finally rot. Some trees — elm, red maple, gum, and willow — will survive intermittent flooding and airless roots better than others. Unfortunately, most are unsuitable for city streets. Willows clog sewers and water lines. Elms are prone to Dutch elm disease. Red maples are salt sensitive. Sweet gum alone is successful, although it may have difficulty maintaining vigorous growth in compacted soil.

If all city water is piped to sewers, what is the source of flooding? Some pits are dug in impervious soil. (For this reason, cherry trees planted in a new residential development on Welfare Island in New York City did poorly. It turned out their tree pits drained into impervious rock.) And planters may have inadequate drainage. Both these conditions may be relieved by layering stone and charcoal under the soil; drainage holes are better yet.

Most commonly, flooding results from poorly designed irrigation systems. Most systems are designed for golf courses which must be kept lush and green. Water percolates through the grass roots in the top 8 in. of soil and runs back into lakes and streams. In the city, while water also percolates, it may not run off.

In addition, irrigation must complement usual rainfall patterns. For example, on Commonwealth Avenue in Boston, 100 ft. tall elm trees were lovingly treated to a costly irrigation system — about $100,000 per block. An enormous amount of root damage was done during construction. When the system became functional, it was set on automatic timers that watered the mall each night, but no one calculated the total amount of water delivered. After a few years, many huge trees began to fail: their leaves were small; their new growth weak; the roots were rotting. A simple calculation showed that 8 in. of water monthly was being deposited during June, July, and August for a total of 24 in. Yet, the average rainfall for that period was only 9.87 in. and the average evapotranspiration only 16.56 in. So irrigation was needed to fill a total deficit of less than 7 in., and the irrigation time had to be quartered. To further complicate matters on Commonwealth Avenue, the mall is only a few feet above sea level on a filled tidal bay of silt and clay. The large trees were accustomed after 65 years to live on the 9.87 in. of rainfall. Suddenly the soil was always drenched. It never drained. The trees languished.

At Boston’s Faneuil Hall, another air transport and irrigation system problem developed. The marketplace is also only a few feet above the original harbor salt flats; the area was part of the original settlement of Boston. It was filled early in the city’s history and has since been paved. When new tree pits were first dug, they filled up with water during high tide. The new irrigation flooded the near trees and didn’t reach the far ones. When the engineering was corrected the trees became ill — not from flooding, but from hydrogen sulfide gas escaping from the disturbed tidal muck below. The trunks had to be slit from top to bottom and the planting pit enlarged to let the gas escape.

Wind stress: In nature, most trees shun windswept slopes, particularly the deciduous trees commonly
Architectural Signage

Johnson Specialty Sales
P.O. Box 2691
Des Moines, Iowa 50315
Phone [515] 285 2483

Distributors of exterior and interior signage systems of all types and sizes
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HAYDITE

LIGHTWEIGHT AGGREGATE

REDUCES DEADLOAD
...CUTS COSTS

"The savings effected in the foundation system, due to reduced deadloads, was more than enough to offset the cost of using lightweight Haydite concrete in the floor slabs and roof."

The above statement, by Robert G. Wade, of the engineering firm of Stevson-Hall & Wade, Inc., expresses one of the principal reasons why lightweight Haydite concrete is so often specified for high-rise construction... weight reduction without sacrificing strength... and at a savings in cost. Other reasons include superior fire rating, improved thermal and acoustical insulation, and more.

For detailed information, see your local supplier, or contact us direct.

2440 WEST PENNWAY • POST OFFICE BOX 19676
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64141 • PHONE: 816-471-2570
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SPACE and its productive utilization—that’s what the GF Open Plan System handles so effectively . . . with minimum cost and installation expense—maximum flexibility.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN BLOCK

Even though Marquart has Iowa’s largest assortment of block shapes and styles, one thing is the same with every Marquart Block—QUALITY.

Marquart Concrete Block Company has a quality control program unequaled in the Midwest. Every step of the block’s production is carefully regulated to insure every block meets the high standards of a Marquart masonry unit.

We Build a Better Block

MARQUART
CONCRETE BLOCK COMPANY

110 Dunham Place, P. O. Box 990
Waterloo, Iowa 50704 (319) 233-8421
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planted on city streets. But in the city, each avenue creates a minor wind tunnel. The taller the buildings, the greater the canyon effect.

Winter winds are several compass points different from summer ones. Tall buildings either funnel or baffle them. Trees planted in the path of the winds are desiccated both winter and summer. Some survive, some languish, none thrive. Another row of trees grows behind a low building, which blocks the winds. Flowers are planted around the bases and are watered during summer. Those trees thrive. The original plan should have provided for trees only in protected spots.

**Construction:** Planning suitable locations for trees is important, but protecting those that have managed to establish a foothold is necessary as well. Insensitive engineering and lack of concern by contractors kill more trees than anything else. Where building specifications say, “protection of existing trees,” they usually mean “try not to back the bulldozer into them.”

Protection of the existing urban forest begins in the Public Works Department. Tree roots are constantly disturbed by roads, sidewalks, utility lines, bus stops, traffic signals, parking lots, parking meters, sewers, drainage, curbs, and so on ad infinitum. Few consider that destruction of more than one third of the roots can be fatal. Top pruning (to balance root loss) and fertilizing is usually ignored in construction specifications. Grades are raised and lowered at random over roots. To raise the soil over living tree roots by more than 3 to 6 in. will probably smother them. The standard specifications, which usually call for 6 in. of loam and then sod, are just too much.

New trees’ roots are often left exposed for weeks while new sidewalks are being put in. Old ones are chopped to fit into neat, standard pits. Decline disease, the trees’ response to this kind of stress, sets in shortly. The larger the tree, the longer it can live on its stored reserves, but eventually decline becomes apparent.

Permanent changes in air and water patterns compound the damage done during construction itself to the roots of established trees. Compaction during construction is endemic. If trucks aren’t parked under the tree, bulldozers are. The preferred spot for storing sand, concrete, and pipes seems to be over the root system. Or it

**Drought-resistant trees**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tree Type</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Box Elder (Acer negundo)</td>
<td>60 ft.</td>
<td>Weak-wooded; poor street tree; grows easily; drops too many seedlings which become weeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree of Heaven (Ailanthus altissima)</td>
<td>60 ft.</td>
<td>Grows anywhere; not beautiful; use female only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silk Tree (Albizia julibrissin rosea)</td>
<td>35 ft.</td>
<td>Attractive, low-spreading branches; feathery leaves; pink summer flowers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modesto Ash (Fraxinus velutina glabra)</td>
<td>35 ft.</td>
<td>Satisfactory; withstands alkaline soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey Locust (Gleditsia triacanthos)</td>
<td>80 ft.</td>
<td>Excellent street tree; small leaves; easy to move; “Moraine” most resistant to webworm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Rain Tree (Koelreuteria paniculata)</td>
<td>30 ft.</td>
<td>Good street tree; flowers in summer; weak-wooded; hard to transplant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinaberry (Melia azedarach)</td>
<td>45 ft.</td>
<td>Tough; grows quickly; drops too many seedlings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pagoda Tree (Sophora japonica)</td>
<td>75 ft.</td>
<td>Excellent street tree if pruned to high crown; summer flowers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Shade-resistant trees**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tree Type</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vine Maple (Acer circinatum)</td>
<td>25 ft.</td>
<td>Shrubby, small trees; not good for street but will better than most</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Striped maple (A. pensylvanicum)</td>
<td>35 ft.</td>
<td>Useful if pruned to a single trunk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountian maple (A. spiratum)</td>
<td>25 ft.</td>
<td>Not a street tree; withstands city conditions if watered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadbrow (Amelanchier canadensis)</td>
<td>40 ft.</td>
<td>Short-lived; tough; red fruit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogwood (Cornus florida)</td>
<td>35 ft.</td>
<td>One of the only hemlocks that can grow in the city; needs water, wind protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pin Cherry (Pruus pensyvianica)</td>
<td>35 ft.</td>
<td>Carolina Hemlock (Tsuga caroliniana)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pollutants may seriously inhibit the growth and longevity of urban trees. But susceptibility and symptoms vary with each pollutant and each type of tree, as the table above shows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Salt</th>
<th>Sodium dioxide</th>
<th>Ozone</th>
<th>Nitrogen oxides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White Spruce</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemlock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Pine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austrian Pine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar, Red Maple</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sycamore Maple</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pin Oak</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Oak</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Linden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ironwood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beech</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Dogwood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Cherry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Olive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophora</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese Black Pine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pollution: When people observe a sick city tree, they most often attribute the cause to air pollution. In fact, pollution is usually not the major cause of sickly trees in the city, except in areas that have high contaminant concentrations or very sensitive species. Given good growing conditions, most trees do reasonably well. However, pollutants do take their toll in growth rate and longevity.

Pollutants may be airborne gases, particulate ash, or chemicals in water. The worst offender is salt. It increases osmotic pressure in the soil and desiccates the roots. At lower concentrations, it causes the breathing stomata on the leaves not to close and conserve moisture. In summer, the plants continue to transpire in the heat of day. Too soon, the leaves brown at the edges, eventually dry up, and fall. These symptoms mimic severe drought damage. As might be expected, trees that survive near the sea are most adapted to salt spray, and most salt tolerant in the city. Sugar maples were a favorite street tree in residential areas. With increasing
Caterpillar Standby Power

The Ready Reserve

A Caterpillar Standby Power system could be the only thing standing between you and severe economic loss. For hospitals, computer centers or any operation that depends on an uninterrupted supply of electricity, a ready power reserve is a must. And your Cat Standby Power system is ready, willing and able when you need it most. You can also plug it in to meet peak demands or provide economical supplementary power.

Cat Standby Power has its own back-up system in the form of Total Product Support from Gibbs/Cook. We handle the design and installation of your system and provide any maintenance needed to keep it in top condition.

The Ready Reserve . . . from Gibbs/Cook. Sales and service facilities in Des Moines, Ft. Dodge, Mason City and Postville.
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urbanization, they are in trouble. They can be seen with their fall coloring, bright red, in the middle of summer.

Where road safety is a first priority, additional water is helpful to combat salt damage. Flushing with water in early spring will leach out some of the salt. From July on, when signs of damage appear, extra water will slow the typical drought response.

Gas pollutants and particulate ash have various effects. The damage is typically manifest as white spots on the leaves, the result of a loss of chlorophyll cells. But the symptoms are different for each gas and each type of tree. Sensitivity varies not only between species, but between different trees of the same species. In cities, most airborne gases come from auto emissions. Oxides of nitrogen, sulphur, and ozone cause the worst problems. Since there isn’t much foresters can do to diminish the gases, the next best alternative is to keep the trees healthy, so they can overcome the resulting tissue damage. Sensitive evergreens, which do not replace their chlorophyll-bearing tissue as frequently as deciduous trees, are hardest hit.

Foresters are breeding clones that will be more tolerant of city stresses. Some of them are described above.

Particulate ash (soot) causes damage by clogging the breathing pores, and blocking sunlight from the leaf surface. Again evergreens suffer more. That’s why there are so few large ones in cities. Hosing the foliage with water several times a year helps.

The importance of the stress syndrome interaction is nowhere more evident than in pollution tolerance. Stressed trees suffer more from the loss of food-producing tissue. As they become weaker, they become more stressed. The result of this vicious cycle is the ten-year average survival rate for city trees.

Breeding Super-trees
As the hazards to city trees become better understood, plant geneticists are able to breed new trees that will have greater tolerance of city stresses. Some trees such as callery pear seem to absorb certain air pollutants without harm, and even to thrive under adverse conditions. Japanese trees like gingko, sophora, and katsura perform better than many of our native trees. Perhaps no specific antagonistic fungi have developed here yet to harm them.
NEW CONSTRUCTION OR REMODELING—
Depend on Schneiderhahn's for planning assistance and prompt merchandise delivery.

Cabinets
SKC
SKC/Northern
Kitchen Kompact

Vanities and Mirrors
Williams

Postform
Counter Tops
SKC

Fireplaces
Western

Appliances
Frigidaire
Hotpoint

Built-in Vac Systems
Nutone

Built-in Food Processor
Nutone

Convertibile
Barbecue Ranges
Dacor

Range Hoods
Broan

Visit our Showroom or call us for specifications on any of these products.

A. A. Schneiderhahn Co.
6111 Park Ave., P.O. Box 10304
Des Moines, Iowa 50306
Telephone 515/244-2541
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Replacement windows

This may be the one most economical improvement you can make to up-grade your building to fuel saving performance

The no-tear-out method of window replacement, pioneered by DeVAC, is shown below. Only old sash are removed. DeVAC's replacement system integrates exterior covers, window units, and interior trim into a unified application.

1. DeVAC replacement windows are installed inside existing frames.
2. Extruded aluminum covers old wood, steel, or aluminum frames.
3. Closures interlock with new window and are backsealed. Perimeter caulked to masonry to prevent deterioration.
4. Protected, sealed, non-structural Thermo-barrier.

Energy conserving performance is assured by the product design and attention to detail during installation by DeVAC factory trained crews. Appearance of the building can be modernized by the replacement window design. Or the original architectural character can be faithfully maintained; especially important for churches with stained glass and buildings with historical value. Window applications are engineered to best answer the need assessment for each building. DeVAC expertise combines a wide range of versatile standard products, or custom engineers new applications and components to fit the specific need.

Expertise-Experience, Expected from
In Tennessee, white pines near coal burning plants were doing badly. (Most pine seed comes from a few breeding sources in the country.) The forestry station collected seed from local white pines that seemed healthy. Planted in a nursery near the power station, some did exceptionally well, while many others were poor performers. The sodium dioxide-resistant clones will be further refined and finally propagated.

Experiments with irradiated seeds, microscopically fused germ plasm, and manipulated chromosomes are producing new clones. Fortunately, many choices exist today, especially bred to perform well on city streets.

Politics and People

All of these biodynamic formulae are meaningless if we underestimate the impact of population — too many people on too little open space. The overuse results in soil compaction, vandalism, theft of plants, and vehicular damage. In areas where we want vigorous trees, land-use has to be restricted.

The more critical pressure is politics. Care, renewal, and replanting depend upon budget allocation. Sometimes landscaping budgets depend on whether it is an election year. While trees are a popular sign of loving municipal care, they usually take a back seat to more pressing budget needs. Expenditures vary with the pressures of the moment, or what-is-the-squeaky-wheel today? Well meaning citizens groups are as important as fertilizer in the renewal and care of the urban forest.

The most pernicious aspect of city politics is almost too familiar: bureaucratic incompetence and inefficiency, which are protected by politics, civil service, and unions. How does bureaucracy affect the urban forest?

Most tree policy decisions are made by lower-echelon civil servants: a tree superintendent, a tree climber, a chief engineer, a public works commissioner, or a recreation supervisor. They rarely have adequate bioengineering expertise. Sometimes they hold patronage positions.

Furthermore, tree departments are traditionally concerned only with planting, pruning, and removing trees. Planners or city engineers decide on architecture and construction. One understands the growth of plants, the other the growth of the cities. Only by combining these skills can they make places where trees will grow.

Ruth S. Foster is a landscape consultant specializing in ecosystem design. She worked for the city of Boston in 1968-69, and again from 1972-76, finally as Assistant Tree Warden. During 1970-71 she was a greenspace planner in Uganda and knew Idi Amin. While there, she designed a garden the elephants wouldn’t eat.

Private contracts include institutions, conservation preserves, and homes, including an experimental solar house. A State Registered Arborist, she is an urban forestry consultant for American City and County Magazine and writes a regular column for the Boston Globe. Currently she is at work on a book, Saving Energy Dollars Through Landscaping.

Suggested Readings:

Andresen, John W., Community and Urban Forestry Bibliography. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Forest Service, Southeastern Area, 1974


Foster, Ruth S., "Paving the Park Path" in Boston, Horticulture, October, 1976

Journal of Arboriculture, all issues


Your Tree’s Trouble May be You. Forest Service, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Bulletin #172

---

Further reading:

- "The Source in Iowa for Fine Art" by Olson Larsen Galleries

---
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You can specify our products with confidence.

Burlington Block Co.
319/752/5667

Clinton Block Co.
319/242-4051

Cedar Rapids Block Co.
319/363-0233

Coralville Block Co.
319/354-1003

Design with Concrete Masonry
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"Designs in Wood" privacy and flexibility

STOREY-KENWORTHY COMPANY
309 LOCUST STREET - DES MOINES, IOWA 50309 - (515) 288-3243

For more information circle no. 21 on the datacard.
If you want thermally-efficient windows, you must, first, know the different ways windows waste energy, and second, you must know the right solution to each specific problem. The storm window is not a cure-all. Neither is replacing your windows always the best answer.

Let us send you a copy of Season-all’s brochure which identifies the problems and solutions.

CALL FREE ON OUR WATS LINE 800-362-1873

For more information circle no. 38 on the datacard.
Why Design Awards?

Architects are notoriously poor at promoting themselves and their profession. Public and corporate awareness of architects and architecture is woefully inadequate.

One immediate solution is to concentrate our promotional effort on the media. They haven’t responded overwhelmingly in the past, but they are at least identifiable and vulnerable to a sales program. Two important sales techniques include making their job easy and giving them a local focus. The Iowa Chapter, AIA design awards program provides a format for meeting both of these requirements. The program results can be a marketable package that represents the profession and increases the awareness of architecture. As the Executive Director I will be taking an active role in media promotion and coordination of the traveling awards boards displays. The awards will be exhibited in art centers, libraries, banks and other places visible to the public.

The design awards program is also a communications tool within the profession. There has been an emphasis in recent years on participation in the awards program. The continuous display of all awards entries at the state convention has been an effective way of reviewing current construction in the state and putting your own work in perspective.

The profession is obviously interested in the design awards. Each year the awards jury critique is the most widely attended session at the state convention. We are all aware of the superficial nature of a design awards program but even with its flaws, the program represents a striving for excellence that hopefully will serve as a valuable motivation.

Participation in the design awards program has been increasing in recent years. Firms that have shunned the program in the past are now entering projects. This trend is a healthy sign. All of the program’s values are strengthened through participation.

Claudia Cackler
Director, Iowa Chapter AIA

Architects Succeed In Building Code Change

A major success for architects was achieved at the annual meeting of Building Officials and Code Administrators (BOCA) when their voting membership adopted the AIA’s recommended code changes to Section 127 of the BOCA Basic Building Code.

Long sought by the AIA Codes and Standards Committee, the changes amend the section to permit various construction contracts and delivery processes that were questionable under the former language.

Speaking on behalf of the profession, AIA codes and standards director James R. Dowling voiced strong support for the code changes at BOCA’s meeting. “Of all the states that have adopted the Basic Building Code, the vast majority have eliminated Section 127,” he said.

The section’s previous language enlarged architects’ professional responsibilities and liabilities without assuring compensation for these added risks and duties. An architect could conceivably contract for design services only, yet be required to furnish construction administration services without compensation, according to the former code language.

“Our final success shows that architects have the power to change building codes and regulations,” said committee chairman John Stevenson.

Buildings Reborn

A special series of events highlighting our architectural heritage will be held this fall in Iowa City. Buildings Reborn: New Uses, Old Places, a photographic display circulated by the Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibit Service and a two-day symposium “Adaptive Use and Preservation of our Architectural Heritage” will be the main features of this event. Other programs include a newly created photographic display featuring Iowa’s own architectural heritage and its adaptive use, walking tours of Iowa City featuring special examples of local adaptive use, and a survey of Iowa City’s 125 year architectural history.

The programs are sponsored by Friends of Old Brick, a preservation organization, under matching grants from the Iowa State Historical Department, Division of Historic Preservation, the Iowa Humanities Board and the National Endowment for the Humanities. All events will be held at Old Brick, Clinton and Market Streets, Iowa City.

The Buildings Reborn exhibit examines through photographs and text examples of fine buildings which have survived their changing neighborhoods and out-
Highest Energy Saving • No Maintenance Window Beauty

HERE'S THE INSIDE STORY OF THE NEWEST AND MOST BEAUTIFUL WINDOW COMBINED WITH

Superior Quality
An Astounding Development

Frames and sash of Poly Co windows are made of extruded Special Formula Poly Vinyl-Chloride — a polymer, not a plastic. This Special Formula high impact PVC is chemically inert, thus will not react with acid or alkaline solutions.

• R value as high as 3.85
• U value as low as .26

1. Unique multi-chambered construction provides strength, dimensional stability; dead air locked in chambers guards against temperature fluctuations.
2. Double weatherstripping with resilient acoustical material seals out noise, drafts and dust.
3. Triple insulated 3 millimeter glass with two full 1/2" dead air space between lites.
4. Special Formula PVC frame and sash are virtually indestructible.
5. Non binding cam lock pulls sash firmly closed or ejects for opening.
6. Operator works under screen with arm attached to channel in sash.
7. Heavy duty aluminum bronze hardware.
8. Snap-in glazing spline allows dry glazing without removing sash.

FABRICATED BY
Trilite Co.
807-6th St. • Boone, Iowa 50036
515/432-6307

The New Generation of Energy Saving Windows

Poly Company of America, Inc. circle no. 30 on the datacard.

Brick Pavers have a place in your future!

Floors Sidewalks Patios Driveways Terraces Parking Areas Walkways Plazas

We Have For You
• NEW ASTM SPEC. C902 "PEDESTRIAN LIGHT TRAFFIC FLOOR BRICK"
• CANTEX FOLDER ON THE USE AND APPLICTION OF BRICK PAVERS

Call Your Cantex Sales Representative or nearest Cantex Dealer for copies of above

Brick Pavers are Also an excellent "Mass" Medium for Passive Solar Energy Storage!

515/223-1450
For more information circle no. 19 on the datacard.
Created in 1916 as a 34-acre recreation complex, this pier thrusting into Lake Michigan from the edge of Chicago's Loop district became a naval training base in 1941. After the war, the University of Illinois leased the pier for classroom space and until 1965, it was known as "Harvard on the Rocks." Other tenants included the police department and a radio station. In 1974, officials saw the value of restoring the pier and began preparing the buildings for an international trade fair and festival.

dated purposes by finding a new way of life. Adaptive use has rescued hundreds of buildings whose time would otherwise have come. "It represents a new wave in architecture, yes. But, further, it is a significant social phenomenon in its own right, one that reveals a great deal about our country and about our attitude toward our resources and ourselves," explains Barbaralee Diamondstein, author of the book from which the display evolved. Buildings Reborn examines more than 50 projects ranging from the well-known Faneuil Hall Marketplace in Boston and Ghirardelli Square in San Francisco to the Community Arts Center in Grand Rapids, Michigan and the Omaha Building in Omaha, Nebraska. Iowa City is represented by the adaptive use made of Old Brick.

Old Brick will be the only midwest site of the circulating Smithsonian exhibit from October 11 to November 9, 1980. Hours of the Exhibit will be Sunday through Friday 2 p.m. to 6 p.m., Saturday, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Special times can be arranged for groups. Please contact Sandra Eskin, project director for Old Brick at 319-337-3019.

Concurrently, Friends of Old Brick is exhibiting a newly commissioned photographic display of Iowa's own adaptive use buildings. The display material was researched and selected by Marie Landon, consulting architectural historian of the Division of Historic Preservation.

Some examples of Iowa adaptive use buildings include: the Creston Depot, now a City Hall in Creston; the Blackhawk Fruit Company warehouse now used as a restaurant, shops and boutiques in Waterloo; and the Careloton House, a Second Empire style residence, now a restaurant and apartment in Sac City.

After the opening in conjunction with the Buildings Reborn exhibit, the exhibit Iowa's Architecture; reflecting the past, serving the present will be available for circulation throughout the State. Funding for the exhibit and its touring is made possible by the Division of Historic Preservation, 26 E. Market, Iowa City.

Friends of Old Brick under a grant from the Iowa Humanities Board and the National Endowment for the Humanities will be presenting a symposium "Adaptive Use and Preservation of Our Architectural Heritage" on October 30 and 31 at Old Brick in Iowa City. The contents are geared to both the preservation-minded citizen and to the architectural and planning professional. Humanist speakers and professionals in the field of architecture, planning, real estate, and finance will be featured.

This symposium hopes to dispel the notion that preservation only means saving buildings as memorials and museums.

Among those addressing the symposium will be: Thomas Lutz, Director of the Downtown Development Association of Red Wing, Minnesota and former Assistant Director of the Midwest Office of the National Trust for Historic Preservation speaking on Adaptive Use and Preservation in the Community Value System; Michael Nichols, real estate consultant at Shlaes & Co., Chicago speaking on Marketing Mainstreet, an economic evaluation of three Mainstreet projects sponsored by the National Trust; Robert Harvey, landscape architect, Iowa State University, Ames speaking on the Character and Fabric of a Setting as Determined by its Landscaping; Todd Mozingo, Historic Conservation Coordinator at Wehner, Nowysz, Pattschull & Pfiffner; and Peter Burchet, President Greater Bloomfield Chamber of Commerce and Vice President of Exchange Bank speaking on Bloomfield Square — the Community Approach to Commercial Revitalization.

The symposium meets the qualification for continuing education credit hours for Iowa architects.

House Bill to Ease A/E Liability Insurance Burdens

Legislation has been introduced in the U.S. House of Representatives that would permit design professionals to create tax deductible trust funds to pay liability claims and legal fees.

Cosponsored by Reps. Frank J. Guarini (D-NJ) and John J. Duncan (R-Tenn), the Design Liability Act (H.R. 7562) is a companion measure to the Service Liability Partial Self-Insurance Act of 1980 (S. 2512), introduced in April by Sen. Charles McC. Mathias (R-Md). The AlA-supported S. 2512, described as "a major breakthrough for architects and engineers" is now before the Senate Finance Committee with two new cosponsors, Sens. David Durenberger (R-Minn) and Lloyd Bentsen (D-Tex). H.R. 7562 is before the House Ways and Means Committee.

Virtually identical, the Senate and House bills would change the Internal Revenue Code to expedite the accumulation of reserves by design firms to deal with
future liability claims. (Current tax law discriminates against A/Es who self-insure or accept high deductibles to reduce premiums.)

The vital legislation can become law only if enough support is generated in Congress. All A/Es are urged to write their senators and congressmen asking them to cosponsor these bills.

Hopper Art Exhibit Opens

American master Edward Hopper is well-known for his depictions of the American scene, especially his fascination with architecture. When Edward Hopper: The Art and the Artist opens at the Whitney Museum on September 23, 1980, everyone involved in architecture, building and real estate will be delighted by the artist’s rendering of small-town houses and country homes as well as railroad stations, theatres, apartment buildings and cityscapes.

With his keen-eyed observation of detail, superb control of line, and fascination with the play of light over solid objects, Hopper was able to turn the dreariest shop or simplest home into paintings of great beauty and charm. It would be difficult to walk away from an exhibition of his works without having gained a new perspective on architectural form.

This retrospective of more than 150 oil paintings, 35 watercolors, and 100 drawings, many of which have never before been seen, is the first exhibition to present Hopper’s masterpiece paintings along with their preliminary drawings. Included are such outstanding works as Lighthouse at Two Lights (1929), Early Sunday Morning (1930), Office at Night (1940), Nighthawks (1942), Hotel Lobby (1943), and Woman in the Sun (1961), as well as a series of self-portraits that is being shown for the first time.

Edward Hopper: The Art and the Artist is made possible by grants from Philip Morris Incorporated and the National Endowment for the Arts, and includes nearly three hundred watercolors, drawings and oil paintings. It will travel to London, Amsterdam, Dusseldorf, Chicago and San Francisco.

Iowa’s Most Complete Commercial Carpet Line

BACKED UP BY PROFESSIONAL CARPET MEN TO ASSIST YOU IN YOUR CARPET NEEDS

Iowa’s Most Complete Commercial Carpet Line

515/265-9801

Iowa’s Most Complete Commercial Carpet Line

BACKED UP BY PROFESSIONAL CARPET MEN TO ASSIST YOU IN YOUR CARPET NEEDS

Division of

Onthank Co.

4650 N.E. 17th Court
Des Moines, Iowa 50313
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BUILDINGS REBORN: NEW USES, OLD PLACES
Exhibition
October 11 - November 9, 1980

Adaptive Use and Preservation of our Architectural Heritage — a Symposium
October 30 and 31, 1980

Programs made possible by:
Friends of Old Brick
Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibit Service
Iowa State Historical Department, Division of Historic Preservation
Iowa Humanities Board and the National Endowment for the Humanities

Old Brick • Clinton and Market Streets • Iowa City
For more information circle no. 43 on the datacard.

THREE LITTLE WORDS

“Nifty!”
“Neat!”
“Chic!”

These are nice little words people use frequently while examining samples of the decorative innovations Formica, Kentile, and PermaGrain have wrought in 1980. “Extraordinary” is the word most used to describe our commercial carpet lines. All four products will be on display at the A.I.A. Convention, Cedar Rapids, October 31 and November 1. We cordially invite you to see them at our booth and give us your opinion.

HI-CO DISTRIBUTORS
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In Iowa

CONTRACTORS STEEL CORPORATION
is your local FENESTRA Distributor
Complete Inventory of
FENESTRA

Come See Us
SHINE
In Booth #18
at the
Iowa Architects
Convention
OCT. 30-31, NOV. 1, 1980

CONTRACTORS STEEL CORPORATION
1901 Easton Blvd. • P.O. Box 1696
DES MOINES, IOWA 50306

Phone
515/263-2000
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